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Abstract—Demand for large amounts of parallelism is growing
rapidly for today’s computing systems. This is due to the proliferation of applications such as graph processing, data analytics,
machine learning, etc. which require a large number of processing
cores and a large amount of memory bandwidth. Often systems
comprising of many individual packaged chips are employed to
run these applications. However, inter-package communication
has not scaled well and this bottleneck threatens the performance
scaling of these applications. One way to alleviate this bottleneck
is to build waferscale processors where many compute cores
and memory blocks can communicate efﬁciently at very high
bandwidths. In this work, we attempt to build a many-core
waferscale processor using heterogeneous dielet assembly on the
Silicon Interconnect Fabric (Si-IF) technology. The design and
implementation of a dielet based waferscale processor have their
own set of challenges. Some of the challenges include (1) design
of area and energy efﬁcient highly parallel I/O cells, (2) Si-IF
substrate design and its impact on signaling and power delivery,
and (3) reliable and efﬁcient dielet-to-wafer bonding process. In
this work, we will discuss the solutions to these three challenges
that we employed in our dielet and Si-IF substrate design. Our
custom-designed I/O cell is only 157.8μm2 , which is 95% smaller
than the standard cell I/Os and consumes only about 0.075pJ/bit.
We co-designed the dielets with the Si-IF substrate to ensure that
we can achieve on-chip like communication characteristics for
inter-dielet communication. This helps us to seamlessly partition
a large design into ﬁne-grained dielets. For delivering power to
the dielets across an entire wafer, we use power delivery from the
edge of the wafer. This scheme results in large resistive power
loss, and as a result, we designed a novel power management unit
on each tile to provide reliable power to the core circuitry in the
dielets. Lastly, we brieﬂy discuss the copper-gold bonding process
and the heterogeneous dielet assembly scheme we developed for
an efﬁcient and reliable assembly process. Shear tests show that
the bond strength achieved with this process is ∼113.3 MPa which
is >5x compared to the previously reported bond strength for
gold-gold bonding.
Keywords—Waferscale Processors, Silicon Interconnect Fabric,
Dielet Assembly

[2]. These applications are often run on systems comprising
of multiple discrete packaged processors connected using
conventional off-package communication links through PCBs
and between PCBs. The inter-package communication links
are one of the major bottlenecks in today’s systems due to their
much poorer energy efﬁciency and bandwidth compared to
that of the on-die links that is limiting the performance scaling
of these applications [3]. This is because though Moore’s Law
has helped shrink the on-chip features by >1000× over the
last four decades, off-chip package components have scaled
by merely about 4× [4]. To push higher bandwidth between
packaged components where interconnect wiring is sparse, data
rate per wire/link needs to be increased. This is done using
high-speed I/O circuitry in combination with serialization and
de-serialization (SerDes) schemes [5]. The SerDes circuitry is
used to convert low frequency parallel data interfaces inside
the dies to high-speed serialized interfaces required for high
bandwidth communication between the packages.
Such a SerDes based scheme comes with its own challenges.
First, the area taken up by the complex I/O circuitry to support
chip-to-chip communication is often large and already exceeds
25% on some of today’s processors and power overhead of such
I/O can often exceed 30% [4]. Moreover, large communication
latency is incurred which often results in signiﬁcant bottlenecks
to multi-chip performance scaling. While consuming large
amount of power, area and latency, the off-chip bandwidth still
lags on-chip bandwidth by up to 50x. Recent advances in multichip module (MCM) [6], [7] and interposer technology [8] have
targeted this mismatch and these technologies can integrate
multiple processor and memory dies tightly inside a package
by inserting a new level of inter-dielet interconnection which
provides high-bandwidth and low-latency. Examples of such
technologies includes TSMC CoWoS [9] and Intel’s EMIB [10].
Though these technologies alleviate some of the issues of
conventional single-die packages, they are still constrained by
the size limit and can accommodate only a few dies within one
package. A scale-out high performance system today therefore
needs to integrate many multi-die packages on a PCB or across
multiple PCBs to satisfy the compute and memory needs of
modern workloads. There again, the off-package intra-PCB and

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent times, there has been a rapid proliferation of highly
parallel workloads such as graph processing, data analytics,
machine-learning, etc. that are driving the need for a large
number of processing cores, large memory capacity and high
bandwidth in today’s high performance computing systems [1],
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between-PCB links become signiﬁcant bottlenecks to system
performance scaling.
Waferscale processor systems can signiﬁcantly reduce this
communication overhead and can satisfy the bandwidth demand
by tightly integrating a large number of processor and memory
dies on a wafer [11], [12]. This has led to the renewed
interest in waferscale integration. Recently, monolithic waferscale systems have shown promising performance and energy
beneﬁts [11], [13]. However, there are two main short-comings
with monolithic waferscale systems: (1) They are homogeneous
in nature and, hence, cannot integrate heterogeneous nonCMOS technologies like DRAM that would provide better
cost-performance trade-off opportunities, and (2) a single
silicon chip as large as a wafer suffers from yield issues
and, hence, their architecture needs to be designed to tolerate
defects and often non-negligible system area has to be devoted
towards redundant cores and other resiliency schemes to obtain
reasonable yield. For example, Cerebras’ architecture comprises
a swarm of tiny cores connected using a mesh network, and
redundancy is employed in both core count and network links.
Though such an architecture is well suited to a certain class of
workloads, other architectures where each micro-architectural
unit may be large would not yield well when using monolithic
waferscale integration and redundancy will come at a higher
cost.
An alternate approach to building waferscale systems is
to use a dielet-based approach where many pre-tested bare
dielets, both compute and memory, are integrated on a passive
silicon interconnect wafer like the Silicon Interconnect Fabric
(Si-IF) technology [14]. Si-IF allows the bare un-packaged
dielets to be tightly integrated and communicate using ﬁnepitch (10μm pitch), high density parallel links. Use of highly
parallel links can eliminate the need for SerDes circuitry and
these links can be run at lower frequencies. As a result, area and
power hungry high speed I/Os can be replaced with efﬁcient
low speed I/Os. Overall, such a scheme can dramatically
cut down the latency of inter-chip communication and can
provide close to on-chip latencies for inter-chip communication,
thus enabling better performance scalability. Also, such an
interconnect scheme allows us to partition a large design in to
ﬁne-grained dielets without dramatic hit in performance. And,
the small dielets can be individually tested before bonding.
Since the Si-IF technology uses a purely passive interconnectonly substrate, it can be built at very high yields. Coupled
with high yield of bonding [14], [12], dielet based waferscale
systems can be manufactured at very high yield. Overall,
the dielet based waferscale approach allows us to achieve
heterogeneous integration and has the potential to improve
performance scalability and cost beneﬁts of a many-core
system.
However, building such a large dielet-based waferscale system
has several challenges and requires several design decisions
to be taken ranging from customizing the I/O architecture,
delivering power across the entire wafer to ﬁnally reliably
bonding and assembling the different dielets on the Si-IF
wafer. In this paper, we will discuss some of the details and

Fig. 1: Overview of the waferscale processor system is
shown. A compute and a memory dielet form a tile and
an array of 32×32 tiles are assembled on an Si-IF wafer.
challenges we faced during building a dielet based waferscale
processor prototype. The waferscale processor system is a
tiled array of processors, where each tile comprises a compute
dielet and a memory dielet. We brieﬂy discuss the overall
waferscale processor system architecture in Section II and the
details of the compute and memory dielets that we designed. In
Section III, we will cover the motivation behind designing the
I/O cells from ground-up in the compute and memory dielets
used for inter-dielet communication and the details of the ﬁnal
transmitter/receiver cells. Section IV covers the details of the
Si-IF substrate design, the challenges of reliably delivering
power through the substrate in such a large system and the
power management unit that was designed to circumvent the
issues. In Section V, we discuss the novel copper-gold bonding
scheme that will be used to assemble the large waferscale
processor system and other optimizations that were done to
the overall assembly process. Section VI concludes the work.
II. WAFERSCALE P ROCESSOR S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The waferscale architecture is comprised of an array of logical
compute-memory tiles. Each tile comprises a compute dielet
and a memory dielet manufactured on the TSMC 40nm-LP
process node. The compute dielet has an area of 7.56mm2
and consists of 14 ARM-Cortex M3 cores [15], a private
SRAM scratchpad memory for each core, network routers,
clock distribution circuitry, and a power management unit.
The memory die has an area of 3.47mm2 and consists of
SRAM based shared memory blocks that are accessible by any
processing core on the entire wafer.
The components inside the compute die are connected using
an intra-tile crossbar interconnect while the array of tiles across
the wafer is connected through a mesh network. The node
routers of the inter-tile mesh network reside on the compute
die. Hence, each compute die has parallel links escaping from
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Fig. 2: The difference between big and small I/O cells is shown. To attain high interconnect density while attaining
small interconnect length, I/O size needs to be small.
all four sides that allow connection to the compute dies in the
four neighboring tiles. The memory dielet provides buffered
feedthroughs for the north-south interconnect links only and,
therefore, has links escaping only from the top and the bottom
edges of the dielet. The communication between the dies on
the wafer is accomplished using the SuperCHIPS-like [16]
highly parallel interface which uses ﬁne pitch interconnects
on the Si-IF substrate. This allowed us to design a waferscale
processor using small-sized high-yielding dielets which are
tightly connected using a large-sized passive silicon substrate.
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the overall waferscale
processor system. The 32×32 tile prototype comprising a total
of 14336 cores, 64KB of private memory per core and 512MB
of globally shared memory occupies a total area of 15100mm2
and consumes total peak power of 725W. In the subsequent
sections we will discuss the some of the design challenges and
their solutions in detail.

Fig. 3: Schematic of the transmitter and the receiver
cells are shown.

III. I/O D ESIGN
Fig. 4: Internal layout of the I/O cell and the placement
of the cells along the edge of the dielet are shown. The
micrograph on the right also shows two copper pillars
attached per I/O pad.

Si-IF technology allows us to build highly parallel and dense
inter-dielet communication interfaces where interconnects of
length as small as 100μm need to be driven. As a result,
low latency and high bandwidth communication is possible.
However, to fully utilize the beneﬁts that the Si-IF technology
provides, we had to design the I/Os from the ground-up for
energy and area efﬁciency. In this section, we discuss the design
decisions we took and the justiﬁcation behind the decisions.
On-die like low-latency and high-bandwidth communication
interface between dielets allows us to partition a large design
in to ﬁne grained dielets. Therefore, we wanted the dielets to
be small in order to reduce design complexity and achieve high
die yields. As a result, we needed to integrate a large number
of I/O cells (2020 I/Os in the compute dielet and 1250 I/Os
in the memory dielet) in each small-sized dielet. This requires
us to minimize the aggregate area overhead of these I/O cells.
The I/O cells in the standard cell library available to us were
of the size of 120μm × 25μm. Using these standard I/O cells
would result in two issues: (a) The total area that would need
to be dedicated to the I/Os per dielet would be very large,
6.06mm2 and 3.75mm2 in the compute and memory dielets
respectively. This would have resulted in unacceptable area
overhead (> 80%). (b) To support ﬁne pitch wiring, ﬁve I/O
rows would need to be supported (as shown in Figure 2) which
would have signiﬁcantly increased the inter-dielet interconnect
lengths, and would have negatively impacted the I/O energy
efﬁciency which is promised by the Si-IF technology.
An I/O usually is comprised of two components: (1) Transmitter/Receiver (Tx/Rx) circuitry (2) ESD diodes. The Tx/Rx

circuitry is usually designed to drive long interconnect distances
(usually 10s of millimeters) which results in large driver sizes.
Moreover, ESD diodes are designed so that the chip can
withstand ESD events which correspond to high voltage (2-8kV)
human body model (HBM). Both these factors are responsible
for large I/O sizes. Si-IF technology allows dielets to be placed
with an inter-dielet spacing of 50-100μm [16] and therefore, if
the I/O cell size can be reduced dramatically, the interconnect
distance that needs to be driven can be as small as 100μm. As
a result, the drivers can be miniaturized. Also, since the ESD
requirements for bare-dielet to waferscale substrate bonding
only need to tolerate less stringent ESD events, such as 100V
HBM or machine model (MM), the ESD circuitry can be
signiﬁcantly stripped down.
Figure 3 shows the schematic of the ﬁne-pitch I/O cells we
designed. The I/O cell is designed such that it can ﬁt under a
single I/O pad (157.8μm2 only) which connects to two copper
pillars on the Si-IF side, leading to a 95% reduction in I/O cell
area compared to that of the cells in the standard library. The
driver circuitry is designed using appropriately sized cascaded
buffers from the standard cell library. Each I/O cell contains
12 ESD diodes in parallel. Overall, the ESD diodes add only
about 18fF of capacitive load, and as such, this I/O cell can
drive links of length 300μm or more at 1GHz with eye-width
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opening of >0.95 UI. Using SPICE simulation of the I/O cells
with pseudo-random bit stream as input (PRBS), we estimated
that the energy per bit of communication would be roughly
0.075pJ/bit. To maximize I/O density along the chip periphery,
we designed the I/O pad such that two copper pillars (in each
pad) are placed orthogonal to the die edge as shown in Figure 4.
The interconnect wiring on the Si-IF connecting two dies has
a 5μm pitch and the I/Os on the chip have a 10μm pitch.
Therefore, we are able to hit the maximum wire density per
layer using just two staggered columns of I/O cells. Also, the
smaller I/O cells help to reduce the worst case inter-dielet link
length by ∼566μm compared to the conventional I/O cells that
would have required 5 staggered columns to hit the maximum
wire density (see Figure 2). This reduction helps to signiﬁcantly
improve the I/O energy efﬁciency.

operate reliably at up to a maximum of 1.3V. In order to ensure
that the central dielets receive power at least at 1.4V, power
at the edge has to be supplied at 2.5V and a power regulator
would be required in each dielet to regulate the input voltage
and output an operating voltage in the range of 1.0V - 1.2V
for the core devices. Since the same compute and memory
dielets would be used across the entire wafer, we could not
design custom regulators for the dielets based on their location
in the wafer. Hence, the power regulator had to be designed
to support a very wide input voltage range of 1.4V to 2.5V.

IV. S UBSTRATE D ESIGN AND P OWER D ELIVERY
M ECHANISM
The Si-IF technology currently supports up to four metal
layers. Therefore, both inter-dielet signaling and power distribution have to be done using these four metal layers only. The
architecture was designed such that no serialization is required
for inter-dielet communication. This is to ensure that similar to
on-die network hop latency is achievable in our design where
the network is split across the dielets. As a result, a large
number of interconnect wires (2020 for compute dielet and
1250 for memory dielet) need to ﬁt within the periphery of
the dielets. The signal wire density is highest between a tile’s
compute and memory dielets and about 800 wires needs to
be accommodated on the southern edge of the compute dielet.
Since the width of the compute dielet is 2.4 mm and the wiring
density per layer is 200 wires per mm, two layers are required
to sustain the ∼800 wires at that interface. As a result, only the
bottom two layers are primarily available for power delivery.
This has implications on the power delivery regulation for the
waferscale processor.
There are two ways to deliver power to all the dielets in the
waferscale processor. One is to deliver power from the backside
of the wafer using through wafer vias (TWVs) [17], and the
other is to deliver power from the edge of the wafer. Using
a backside power delivery allows one to provide regulated
core voltage directly to the dielets. However, backside power
delivery requires a complex TWV process which we decided
to avoid for this prototype. Since this is a sub-kW system, we
decided to reduce complexity and supply power from the edge
of the wafer. The current therefore traverses through the bottom
metal layers from the edge to the center of the wafer which
leads to unwanted voltage droops and results in resistive power
loss. In order to minimize the voltage droop, the power planes
are designed as dense slotted planes such that the resistive
power loss is minimized. Even after dedicating two entire thick
(2μm) metal layers and some portions of the second signal
wiring layer, our calculations show that the central dies will
get a maximum rail-to-rail voltage droop of ∼1 V compared
to the edge dies (see Figure 5). The standard cells in the 40nm
LP library require a nominal operating voltage of 1.1V and can

Fig. 5: Edge power delivery scheme is shown. The dielets
towards the center of the wafer get power at a lower rail-torail voltage than the dielets at the edge because of resistive
power loss in the waferscale power plane.
We designed a custom low-dropout (LDO) regulator based
power management unit for this purpose. The schematic of
the LDO that was incorporated inside the compute dielet is
shown in Figure 6. The second stage of the LDO is a pFET
buffer, the gate of which tracks the supply voltage. Traditional
differential ampliﬁers would not be able to track this wide
input voltage variation, causing the FETs to go into triode
state at lower supply voltages as they try to produce an output
voltage required by the buffer. We resolved this by ensuring
that the output of the ﬁrst stage ampliﬁer also tracks the supply
voltage similarly to the buffer. This was done by adding a
scaled replica of the buffer into the ampliﬁer. This allowed
the ampliﬁer to track the supply, and the LDO to work over a
wide supply voltage range.
The digital load in the dielets consumes 350mW of peak
power and the PMU has to sustain up to 200mA current demand
change within a few tens of cycles. This requirement led to
the second big challenge we faced during the LDO design.
Lack of large decoupling capacitors on the wafer, especially
for the dielets away from the edge meant that sudden current
spikes would result in voltage instability. The capacitance from
the digital load was insufﬁcient and therefore, we devoted
roughly 30% area of the dielets to additional on-chip decoupling
capacitors built using metal-oxide-metal (MoM) capacitors
on metal-oxide-semiconductor (MoS) for a total of 20nF per
tile. This additional capacitance however wasn’t enough and
because the dominant pole of the LDO was at the output it was
difﬁcult to achieve the required stability and accuracy using a
conventional LDO design. We considered a miller capacitance
compensation on an internal node, but this would reduce the
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Fig. 6: Schematic of the LDO based power management
unit (PMU)

Fig. 7: Micrograph of sheared-off dielet shows excellent
alignment accuracy during bonding.

bandwidth of the LDO below the requirements. Instead, we
resolved it by reducing the gain of the ﬁrst stage differential
ampliﬁer of the LDO by using additional poly-resistors across
its terminals. The reduction in DC gain causes a reduction in
the regulation accuracy and increased power consumption of
the LDO, however it ensures that across all process-voltagetemperature (PVT) corners, the gain is always enough to keep
the accuracy between +/- 10%. Overall, this ensured that the
regulated voltage is always between 1.0V and 1.2V, and the
LDO could sustain the current variation requirements. In the
future, this problem can be alleviated by introducing deeptrench capacitors in the Si-IF wafer itself. It would not only
provide >10x decoupling capacitance [18] which would help
with better power regulation, it would also help reduce the
area overhead of integrating on-die decoupling capacitance.

Unlike previous works which either used gold-to-gold (AuAu) [20] or copper-to-copper (Cu-Cu) [19] bonding, bonding
many dielets to a waferscale Si-IF substrate reliably across the
entire substrate area needs a different approach. Au-Au bonding
isn’t possible in our case since Au termination of the dielet
pads was not available with the TSMC N40LP process we used.
Since the dielets were terminated with Cu-pads, one option is
to use Cu-Cu bonding. During the bonding process, the Si-IF
substrate needs to be kept at elevated temperature. The dielets
are bonded sequentially on to the Si-IF substrate and each dielet
may take 10-30 sec [19] depending on the bonding process
used. Since a large number of dielets need to be assembled
and bonded, the Si-IF substrate would remain at the elevated
temperature for a long duration. This results in Cu oxidation
of the Cu-pillars. Though prior work in dielet-to-wafer Cu-Cu
bonding used localized reduction to eliminate the oxide that
forms on the copper pads and pillars, the long exposure of the
Cu-pillars to the ambient conditions and elevated temperature
leads to large amount of oxidation and the reduction process
falls short. As a result, this can then lead to poor bonds and
may even lead to complete bonding failure of the dielets which
are bonded later in sequence.

V. S I -IF B ONDING AND A SSEMBLY
In this section, we discuss the dielet-to-Si-IF wafer bonding
and assembly process that we employ for this processor system.
To connect the dielets to the wafer, ﬁne-pitch copper pillars
are formed on the Si-IF wafer that attaches to the I/O pads
on the dielets. Unlike conventional dielets where the back-end
of the dielets are built up to the Aluminium I/O pads, for
direct metal-to-metal bonding, we terminate the back-end of
our dielets at the top most copper metal layer. As shown in
Figure 4, each I/O pad was designed to accommodate two
copper pillars. The I/O pad pitch along the edge of the dielet
was kept at 10μm and has a width of 7.2μm.
On the Si-IF side, we use 3μm wide pillars (at 10μm
pitch) instead of 5μm wide pillars that has been proposed
previously [19]. The reduction in pillar width has two primary
beneﬁts: (1) It allows greater tolerance to alignment error that
can cause pillars to short to mis-matched pads, and (2) It
allows us to minimize bond force while retaining the pressure
required for successful thermo-compression bonding (TCB).
This is because smaller area results in larger pressure for a
given force.

To circumvent this issue, we developed a process where the
Si-IF side copper pillars are capped with a thin layer of gold
(200nm) to prevent copper oxidation. We therefore developed
a novel Cu-Au TCB bonding process. Overall, we achieved
excellent bond shear strength of 113.3 MPa which is >5x
compared to the previously reported shear strength in [20]
which used Au-Au bonding and is comparable to the bond
strength achieved using Cu-Cu bonding [19]. Further details
about the novel Cu-Au bonding process and its characterization
can be found in [21].
The other issue with this assembly process arose from the fact
that each tile had two dielets of different sizes. The bonding
tool we used can handle only a single sized die at once and
the bonding alignment process needs to be tuned for each die
size. We, therefore, ﬁrst bond all the dies of the same size
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on the wafer before bonding the dies of the other size. This
mechanism requires only a single swap of the bond head tool
and allows us to tune the bonding force only twice in the
entire assembly process. Figure 7 shows the micro-graph of a
post-bonding sheared dielet. We were able to achieve excellent
alignment accuracy within +/-1μm for both the compute dielets
and the memory dielets.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Dielet assembly based waferscale processor systems have the
potential to provide greater performance and energy scalability
than today’s processors built using conventional packaging
technologies. In this work, we attempt to build a large
dielet based waferscale system prototype that has an area
of 15000mm2 and is comprised of 14336 cores, 64KB of
private memory per core and 512MB of SRAM-based globally
shared memory. The dielets are manufactured in TSMC 40nmLP process node and are tightly integrated using the passive
Silicon Interconnect Fabric (Si-IF) technology that allows the
dielets to communicate through high density, ﬁne-pitch parallel
links. We discussed, in detail, the I/O cell architecture that we
designed from ground-up to reduce the area overhead of the I/O
cells by 95%, improve the I/O energy efﬁciency and reduce the
inter-dielet link length compared to the I/O cells provided in the
40nm-LP standard cell library. We also discussed the challenges
of delivering power in such a large system through the SiIF substrate and the circuit level details of the low-dropout
regulator based power management unit that we designed to
reliably power all the dielets across the wafer. Finally, we
discussed the bonding and assembly scheme which allows us
to reliably and efﬁciently bond the dielets on to the large Si-IF
wafer. Our ongoing work aims at assembling and characterizing
the waferscale processor prototype.
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